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Abstract

A low cost, robust Attitude Determination System with good accuracy for small satellites can be
achieved by using a combination of magnetometer and Coarse Sun Sensor. The Coarse Sun Sensor
consists of solar cells placed on each of the six outside surfaces of the satellite. The main measure-
ment error of the Coarse Sun Sensor occurs due to the Earth’s albedo which can cause an angular
deviation of more than 20 degrees. By modeling the albedo and applying state estimation methods
for attitude determination the error can be reduced drastically to less than 1 degree, depending on
the conditions.
In the first part of this paper the development of the albedo model is presented. It is used to correct
the measurements of the Coarse Sun Sensor as well as to have a realistic simulation of the sensor.
The albedo model of the Earth is created using existing reflectivity data. The variation of the reflec-
tivity is analyzed statistically and parametric functions are derived to describe the albedo light vector
received by a satellite in its orbit.
In the second part an Extended Kalman Filter for attitude determination is presented which is using
the two vectors provided by the magnetometer and the Coarse Sun Sensor. A model of the total
light vector - the sum of sunlight and Earth albedo light - and the magnetic field vector taken from
the IGRF model are utilized as the measurement model. The paper will present simulation results
showing the accuracy of the attitude determination system for various types of orbits.

Introduction
For most small satellite applications a moderate point-
ing accuracy of about 1 degree in all axes is sufficient.
This is usually achieved by two sets of sensors. One set
is utilized for attitude acquisition. The second is used
for the nominal mission. The more the two sets overlap
the larger is the benefit in saving costs, space and mass.
So the objective should be the utilization of one set of
sensors only for the whole mission. On one hand these
sensors must be robust for the attitude acquisition phase.
On the other hand they have to provide the required ac-
curacy. The latter can be achieved using low cost, low
accuracy sensors and intelligent algorithms to improve
the capabilities of the attitude determination system.
One very reliable and simple possibility to combine low
cost, robust sensors for attitude determination of small
satellites is the combination of a magnetometer and a

Coarse Sun Sensor. The Coarse Sun Sensor is a simple
sensor consisting of six solar cells placed on each of the
six outside surfaces of the satellite. It delivers basically
the light vector - assumed to be the vector to the Sun -
in satellite body-fixed coordinates. The main measure-
ment error of the Coarse Sun Sensor occurs due to the
Earth’s albedo which can cause an angular deviation of
the Sun vector by more than 20 degrees. By modeling
the albedo and applying state estimation methods for at-
titude determination the error can be reduced drastically
to less than 1 degree, depending on the conditions.

This paper introduces the simple Coarse Sun Sensor
(CSS) and describes a model for the albedo light in or-
der to compensate for this systematic error source. In
the second part an Extended Kalman Filter is presented
which applies the albedo model for attitude estimation
improvement.
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The Coarse Sun Sensor
The Coarse Sun Sensor (CSS) consists of six solar cells
placed on each of the outside surfaces of the satellite.
Using the cosine law the amount of incoming light can
be calculated for each cell and so the angle towards the
Sun. Figure 1 shows one sensor head of a CSS. It has
two redundant solar cells (

�����������	�
) as main detector.

The size of the surface area is
��
��	��������	�

.

Figure 1: Single Coarse Sun Sensor Head.

Figure 2 describes one way to place the cells on a cubic
satellite. The cells should be placed where the risk of
being shaded by other objects is negligible. The coor-
dinate system used for determination of the direction of
the solar cell surface normal is a body-fixed one.

Figure 2: Orientation of the 6 heads of a CSS.

The solar cell delivers a voltage that is proportional to
the incoming light. The amplitude of the voltage fol-
lows the cosine law. With tests the characteristics of the
cell were examined. Figure 3 shows the results from
these tests.
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Figure 3: Current produced by a solar cell vs angle of
light incident.

The figure shows the resulting normalized current
through a resistor connected to the cell as a function of
the angle of the incoming light. The solid lower curve
represents the test results and the dashed upper one is
a cosine curve. The results show that the modeling of
the delivered voltage from the cell can be done with a
simple cosine function.
If the deviation from the cosine function is small the
raw measurements can be used to obtain the direction
of the total incoming light vector. The unit vector in this
direction can be derived as� ������������ �� ��������� �� �! #"%$&��'("�! �)*$&��'+)�, �-.$&��'+- /0 (1)

where ��1�������2� �43 �  #" $5� '("76 1�83 �  �) $&� '+)96 1:83 �  �- $5� '+-;6 1 (2)

and
�, #"

is the current produced by the solar cell sensor
head in < -direction. Analogously the other directions
are named.
If the solar cells presented are placed as indicated they
can together deliver the direction of an incoming light
vector when using the right interpreter. The accuracy of
the direction determination is good and the costs much
lower than when using a normal fine sun sensor. The
sensors are also reliable because of their simple con-
struction. As a complement or substitute to the small
sensors the ordinary solar cells of a satellite can be used.

Albedo Model
As the CSS, unlike a fine Sun sensor, sees the whole
sky it is much more sensitive to other light sources than
the Sun. The largest of these sources for a satellite in a
low Earth orbit is the light reflected by Earth, the Earth
albedo. To be able to get a good estimation of the Sun
vector the Earth albedo has to be compensated. This can
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be done by developing an albedo model and including it
in the attitude estimation algorithm.
In order to calculate the amount of light received by a
satellite in orbit a model for the light reflected by Earth
is needed. The incoming light is a function of the satel-
lite position, the position of the Sun and the reflectivity
of the Earth. In the model it is assumed that the Earth
emits the radiation like a black body. Therefore the main
part of the light is assumed to be reflected by the Earth
diffusely. The radiation from a black body is isotropic.
Therefore it has no preferred direction. In this case the
Lambertian cosine law is applicable.

Figure 4: Geometry of the albedo light incident on a
satellite.

As the incoming sunlight hits the Earth it is diffusely re-
flected by the atmosphere and Earth surface in all direc-
tions. The amount of emitted light is determined by the
reflectivity of the element and the angle of the incom-
ing light. The amount of emitted light in the direction
of the satellite is decided by the angle between the sur-
face element normal and the satellite vector. The volt-
age delivered by the solar cell receiving the light is also
calculated with the cosine law with the satellite vector
and solar cell surface normal as components. The path
of the light and the vectors are described in Figure 4
The amount of incoming light to the satellite is equal to
the integral of three vector products over the illuminated
and visible area of Earth. The total received energy is=> � �,?2@7ACB �D�E F�FG+H�IKJ�L IKMON4PRQ B�S TVUXW T:Y 3 W TXU9Z T 6 PRQ B[S T9U9\ T:YW 1 ] @

(3)
where� ?

Solar light intensity at Earth.@^ACB �D� Solar cell surface area.

N Reflectivity of the surface element of
the Earth.

Q B[S T Surface element normal vector.W T Vector pointing from surface element to
the satellite.Z T Solar cell normal vector.\ T Vector pointing to the Sun.

The solution of Equation 3 is needed for every point in
the orbit of a satellite. Because of its complexity with
the non-trivial limits of integration it can not be solved
analytically. Together with the fact that the reflectivity
of Earth is far from being uniform this implies that a
numerical solution is the best way to solve the problem.

Reflectivity Model and Reflectivity Data
First a numerical model of the Earth is created by divid-
ing a sphere into a finite number of surface elements. A
reflectivity model is developed to describe the reflectiv-
ity of every single element.
To get a realistic reflectivity distribution reflectivity data
from existing measurements is analyzed. The data is
taken from the NASA project Total Ozone Mapping
Spectrometer (TOMS).2 Plotting the data shows Earth’s
reflectivity as a function of the latitude and longitude.
Figure 5 shows the reflectivity reading from one day.

Figure 5: Daily reflectivity data of the Earth.2

The bright areas represent high reflectivity and the dark
areas represent low reflectivity. From the plot the po-
lar regions and Greenland (latitude

$ ��_�` �ba , longitude87c _�` �ba ) can be recognized as well as several cloud for-
mations. It can be seen that a lot of the reflected light
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origins from these cloud formations and the polar re-
gions. From these plots a pattern could be recognized.
It was obvious that the light reflected by Earth had a
large dependency on the latitude, but only a small on
longitude. Figure 6 shows an example of the reflectivity
of Earth as a function of its latitude. The solid curve
is the average reflectivity and the dashed the standard
deviation as a function of the latitude of Earth. The re-
flectivity has a maximum in the polar regions where the
deviations are smallest. This is due to the constant ice
or snow coverage. For lower latitudes the reflectivity
decreases and the deviations increase, respectively. The
deviations are due to local differences in the reflectivity
of the surface but also due to tidal changes of, for exam-
ple, cloud formations which have a high reflectivity.
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Figure 6: Latitude dependency of the Earth’s reflectiv-
ity.

Knowing this, a statistical model of the reflectivity can
be developed. From the data averages and standard de-
viations are derived for each latitude. The reflectiv-
ity model is created by randomizing new reflectivities
based on these averages and deviations for each latitude.
The data is merged in order to generate a model of the
whole surface of the Earth. This reflectivity pattern is
applied to the numerical model of Earth.

Computing the Albedo Light Vector
As the light reflected by Earth is emitted diffusely the
cosine law is applicable to calculate the received light
by the satellite in any position above the Earth surface.
It will suffice to calculate under which angle each sur-
face element is illuminated by the Sun and from which
angle it is seen by the satellite. The vector towards Sun
is known and so is also the position of the satellite. For
each element a normal is calculated as is also the vec-
tor pointing towards the satellite. The vector products

between the Sun vector and the surface normal as well
as between the surface normal and the satellite vector
are calculated respectively. Both products are multiplied
with each other and the reflectivity of the element. This
is the numerical solution to Equation 3 and the solution
can now be calculated for every position.
A shell describing a grid of satellite locations at a certain
altitude above the Earth surface is created. In every grid
point the elements that are visible from the satellite and
are illuminated by the Sun are picked out. For the ele-
ments surviving the test the emitted albedo light vector
is calculated using the cosine law as described above.
Now the sum of the contributions from all elements is
calculated for each satellite point in the grid, see figure
7, where � ��������� � def2gih � f (4)� �Cj�k�lnm Total albedo light vector.� f Albedo light vector of Earth surface el-

ement o .

This total albedo light vector is split up into three com-
ponents, north, east and down. This coordinate system
is chosen to make the curve fitting to come easier, that
is, to avoid sine and cosine patterns from the transfor-
mation to occur in the plots.

Figure 7: Computing the albedo light vector at satellite
position.

With knowledge of the attitude of the satellite having its
solar cells in this position this would be the numerical
representation of Equation 3. The attitude is not taken
into calculation at this moment.
The above procedure is run through several times, each
time with a new randomized reflectivity applied to the
numerical Earth and for all satellite positions. The mean
received albedo intensity of the three components is
recorded as well as the standard deviations for every
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run. This results in three matrices describing the mean
of the albedo light vector in the three components and
three matrices describing their deviations w.r.t. the satel-
lite position.

X 

N 

S 

Figure 8: Mean albedo light intensity in down-direction
scaled by the sunlight intensity, Sun vector is p ��qr_sqs_�t .
Figure 8 shows a result from these simulations. It de-
scribes the down component of the albedo light vector.
The intensity on the u -axis is normalized w.r.t. the so-
lar intensity. These six data sets are only valid for this
altitude and for this Sun position. For other setups new
data sets have to be developed.

Look-Up Tables or Functions
As stated above the look-up tables are only valid for a
certain altitude and a certain position of the Sun. For
a satellite that stays a long time in orbit and/or has an
eccentric orbit this means a lot of data sets and so a lot
of memory capacity needed. One solution is to transfer
the look-up tables into functions with fewer parameters
instead. Functions are very memory saving as they only
need to include the functions themselves and a corre-
sponding parameter vector for the current setup.
So the six two-dimensional data arrays describing the
incoming light are fitted with two-dimensional func-
tions of the latitude and the longitude with the structure
where

�
is the intensity received by the satellite,v 3 m�lwkCxykCz ` � 6 is a function describing the dependency on

the latitude and a 3 m{j Z a xykCz ` � 6 a function describing the
dependency on longitude.

@
, | , } and ~ are scalars

that are used to fit the data.
In order to simplify the fitting the coordinates of the
data are transferred to a converted longitude and lati-
tude. The longitude is defined between the dawn and
dusk meridian (

_
to
�:��_�` �ba ) The zero latitude is at the

North Pole; hence the plots show the latitudes beginning

from the shadow side of Earth, sweeping over the North
Pole, the South Pole and back to the shadow side (see
figure 9).
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Figure 9: Data plot of mean albedo light intensity in
down-direction scaled by the sunlight intensity, sun vec-
tor is p ��qs_rqs_�t (converted coordinates).

The result of the curve fitting can be seen in figure 10.
The fitted model represents the down component. The
plot is the fitted model to figure 9. The parameter vector
creating this plot is saved and later used in the Kalman
Filter and for simulating the CSS.
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Figure 10: Function fitted to data of mean albedo light
intensity (see figure 9), Sun vector is p ��qs_rqr_�t (converted
coordinates).

The functions are used to describe the albedo intensity
and the standard deviation, received by the satellite for
an arbitrary position in the orbit. The mean parts of the
polynomials are used in the Kalman Filter as expected
measurements as they deliver the solution to Equation 3
for all positions. All functions together are used to sim-
ulate measurements when testing the filter as described
later.
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Kalman Filter for Attitude Estimation
In order to apply the albedo model derived in the section
above an Extended Kalman Filter is applied to estimate
the state of a satellite using a Coarse Sun Sensor and a
magnetometer.

State Vector and Dynamics Model
The state vector of the Kalman Filter is composed of
the rotation rates defined in the body fixed frame and
the quaternions describing the spacecraft attitude w.r.t.
the inertial frame� 3 k 6 ��3���� q �;� q ��� q�� h q�� 1 q[�,��q��!� 6�� (5)

where � is the rotation rate vector and
�

the quaternion
vector.
As the dynamic model for the Kalman Filter the rigid
body dynamics are applied=� � � ' h p � A � d ���[��� � ��� ? � $ � � � � t (6)=� � ����� � � (7)

where
�

is the inertia matrix of the spacecraft. The vec-
tor � A � d ������� comprises all control torques produced by
the attitude control system. The vector � ��� ? � includes
all external disturbance torques acting on the satellite.
The disturbance torques taken into account are those
from the gravity gradient, magnetic and aerodynamic
drag and solar pressure.
For an Extended Continuous Discrete Kalman Filter the
system matrix � is needed which is defined as the par-
tial derivatives of the equation of motion w.r.t. the state
vector � ��� =�� � � (8)

In this case the resulting matrix � is a 7 by 7 element
matrix.

Measurement Model and Observation
Matrix
The observation vector consists of the measurements
from the six solar cells and the vector measurement
from the magnetometer. It is defined as� � ��� � ��i�n� q � � � �2�b  � (9)

The measurement model for the Sun sensor is a com-
bination of six measured voltages. Each voltage is ob-
tained from the current of the solar cells via a resistor.
The observation vector for the CSS can be written as

� �i�n� � p¢¡  �" q ¡ '£" q ¡  �) q ¡ '+) q ¡  �- q ¡ '+- t � (10)

where ¡ � is the measured voltage for the solar cell in
the direction x . Each voltage can be obtained from the
following attitude dependent equation¡ � � ¡ �w¤ d S ¥§¦ a©¨(� �� �.ª @ �� P � Y ªb« � ? ¤ di¬ 8a ¨ � �� �.ª @ �� P � Y ªb« � ��� � B � � ¬O (11)

where¡ �w¤ d S ¥ Voltage delivered for perpendicular sun-
light incident.« � ? ¤ d Sunlight vector in inertial frame.« � �2� � B � � Albedo light vector in inertial frame.@ �� P � Y Attitude matrix as a function of the atti-
tude quaternion

�
.� �� Vector normal to the solar cell in the di-

rection x .a�® vi¯ Function defined asa�® vi¯ �±° _rq v³² _v q v³´ _ �
The magnetometer observation is defined as� � ���µ� @ �� P � Y ª | � (12)

where| � Magnetic field vector defined in the in-
ertial frame.

The observation matrix needed by the Kalman Filter is
defined as the measurement vector

�
partially differen-

tiated w.r.t. the state vector. For this application it is
assumed that only the term

@ �� P � Y is dependent on the
state.
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Improved Measurement Model
The preparation of the algorithm for application in an
attitude control system has rendered two improvements
to the Kalman Filter.

1. The measurements of the CSS are combined to
a single vector showing the direction of the to-
tal light vector. It can be computed from the solar
cell measurements using equation 1. If we use the
equations 10 and 11 we get the CSS measurement
as vector of size 3 as� �i�n� � @ �� P � Y ª P « � ? ¤ d 8 « � ��� � B � � Y � (13)

Using this approach the parameter describing the
voltage delivered by a solar cell at perpendicular
sunlight incident ¡ �w¤ d S ¥ can be omitted.

2. The normalized magnetic field vector is used as
an observation. It can be written as� � ��� � �¶ | ¶ @ �� P � Y ª | � � (14)

This reduces the influence of the magnitude of the
vector on the attitude estimation.

Simulation Results
The Extended Kalman Filter for attitude determination
using a Coarse Sun Sensor and a magnetometer devel-
oped in the section above is now checked by running
simulations. For that purpose the orbit and the atti-
tude of the satellite are simulated using the in-house
tool SATSIM.5 It is a simulation tool developed by the
Center of Applied Space Technology and Micrograv-
ity (ZARM) to provide a test bench for the develop-
ment of attitude control systems for small satellites.
The SATSIM program simulates the orbital- and attitude
dynamics of the satellite including disturbances (mag-
netic, aerodynamic, radiation pressure) as well as con-
trol torques and forces. In the simulations the true state
simulated by SATSIM is used to generate measurements
as input to the Kalman Filter algorithm. The estimated
attitude is compared to the true state.

Scenario Definition
In the simulations a satellite of a cubic shape was used.
It has the following properties:· Size: ���¸���#�¹�����· Mass: � �»º _�_ o a

· Displacement between geometrical center and
center of mass:\ ¼ � S ��½�� � �� _ � �_ � _��_ � _�� /0 �· Moments of inertia� � �� � º � � � � � �� � �¾��_ � 
�� _ � c� � � _ � c ��_ � ��� /0 o a � 1

In the simulations different orbits are used. They have
the following parameters:· Altitude: � � c º _ o �· Eccentricity: ¿ � _ � _s�· Inclination (nominal case / worst case):x �»º _�` �barÀ�Á _�` �ba· Right ascension of ascending node (nominal case

/ worst case): Â � Á _�` �basÀ _�` �ba· Sun position: � � ��¤ d �Ã3 ��qs_rqs_ 6
The initial attitude of the satellite is arbitrarily chosen
with a maximum total rate of �*� _ � _s� \ l ` À�Ä . This can
be applied since it is assumed that the detumbling phase
of attitude acquisition has already been completed. The
Kalman Filter has no a-priori knowledge of the attitude.
The initial state of the estimated attitude is set to the
following values:� �Å3 _rqs_sqs_ 6 �� �Å3 _ � �sqn_ � �sqs_ � �Æqs_ � � 6 � (15)

Error Sources and Disturbances
In order to make the simulations more realistic and to
prove the robustness of the algorithm some disturbances
and errors are included.

1. The Kalman Filter uses information about the dy-
namics of the satellite. Especially the moments of
inertia are a central parameter. In order to check
the sensitivity of the algorithm the moments of
inertia provided to the Kalman Filter are changed
by 5% w.r.t. the real simulated values. This is a
reasonable value as small satellites with limited
budget may have uncertainties in the mass con-
figuration of the spacecraft. Also the difference in
propellant mass, if present and not modeled, over
time affects the moments of inertia of the satellite.
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2. It is furthermore assumed that the position of the
satellite needed for computing the expected mea-
surements of the magnetometer and the CSS can
not be precisely determined on board. To simu-
late this a position error has been introduced. The
Kalman Filter is given a position that differs up
to
��` �ba in latitude and longitude from the true

value.

3. The attitude dynamics is influenced by external
torques. Those are the gravity gradient, magnetic-
and aerodynamic drag and solar pressure. In the
simulation of the dynamics using SATSIM they
are all included.5 These torques are not known
to the Kalman Filter. The total unknown torque
varies between

�b_ '£Ç+È �
and

� ª �b_ '£É+È �
de-

pending on the position and attitude of the satel-
lite.

Measurement and Modeling Noise
Measurements have to be simulated as input to the fil-
ter. The magnetic field vector is computed by a func-
tion based on the IGRF model.1 The model is distorted
by white noise with a

��_�_ Z � amplitude6 run through a
low pass filter to simulate the local and tidal changes.
Another white noise with amplitude

� Z � is added to
simulate measurement noise. The magnetic field vector
delivered to the filter is described in an inertial frame.
The received light is composed of one part coming from
the Sun, and another part that has been reflected by
Earth. The latter part is created using the functions for
the mean light vector as a base. A random number with
a position dependent standard deviation is added. This
number is derived from those functions of the albedo
model describing the uncertainty of the reflected light.
The result is put through a low pass filter to simulate the
low frequencies at which the albedo measurements can
be assumed to change. The light vectors are added and
split up into six non-negative scalars representing the
voltages measured for each of the solar cells on all sides
of the satellite. To these scalars a white, unfiltered noise
with amplitude

_ � ��Ê of the measured intensity is added
before they are given to the filter as measurements. This
reflects the electronics noise of the analog digital con-
verter.

Filter Tuning
Subject to the filter tuning are the settings for the mea-
surement noise covariance matrix Q and the system
noise covariance matrix

>
. In the latter case the val-

ues are selected that the uncertainties concerning the
external disturbance torques are considered. The mea-
surement noise covariance matrix is set to values which
reflect the expected accuracy of the sensors.

Nominal Case
In figure 11 the results for the nominal case are shown.
The plot A describes the intensity of the reflected light,
normalized w.r.t. the solar intensity in the NED frame.
The curve with the largest amplitude is the down com-
ponent, the second greatest the north component and the
weakest is the east component of the incoming vector.
This intensity distribution is natural as the satellite in
this case is passing right over the most radiating part of
Earth, that is, the part receiving the most sunlight.
The plot B shows the modeled standard deviations for
the Earth albedo light vector. They are also expressed
in the NED-frame and are normalized w.r.t. the sunlight
intensity. It can be seen that the largest deviations are
present in the down component. This is expected as this
component is the largest. The deviations are up to 10 %
of the albedo radiation. The two other components are
similar in size and partially also larger than the mean
values they correspond to. This has the consequence
that the mean values should be trusted poorly.

Figure 11: Results for nominal case: (A) Albedo light;
(B) Albedo deviation; (C) Attitude estimation error

The plot C shows the attitude estimation error of the an-
gles around all three body-fixed axes in degrees. The
plot shows clearly the shadow phases where the mag-
netometer only is used for attitude determination. After
reacquiring the Sun the accuracy improves from

� � �Ë` �ba
in the shadow to less than

_ � �Ë` �ba . The accuracy in the
shadow phase is mainly determined by the accuracy of
the dynamic model used in the Kalman Filter. Since
this is inaccurate due to unknown disturbances, a posi-
tion error and an uncertainty in the moments of inertia
the relatively large deviations of about

� � �Ë` �ba can be
explained.
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Observability Issues
The Kalman Filter uses the information from the sen-
sors to create two vectors. Using these vectors the filter
is able to determine the full attitude of the satellite. This
is only possible if the two vectors are both present and
are not pointing in the same direction. For a nearly polar
orbit this issue can occur.
Figure 12 shows a polar orbit. In this case the magnetic
field vector is close to parallel to the orbital plane. If the
Sun vector is also close to the orbital plane both vec-
tor observations become parallel and the observability
of the attitude becomes poor. This can be expressed by
the absolute value of the angle between the two vectors.

Figure 12: Geometry for occurrence of a small angle be-
tween two vector observations | (magnetic field) and W
(sun vector).

A measure for the angle between the two vectors is the
dot product or cosine of the angle between the vectorsÌ,Í�Î 3{Ï 6 � | UXW � (16)

If this value is close to zero the angle between the vec-
tors is small and the observability is poor. For these
cases a poor attitude estimation can be expected.
Figure 13 shows in plot C the attitude estimation error
for a polar orbit with an orbital plane close to parallel
to the Sun vector. The plot shows several peaks (e.g. at��_�_ Ä , c _�_�_ Ä , 
�_�_�_ Ä ) of an increased estimation error.
These peaks coincide with situations of poor observabil-
ity which can be seen in plot D. It shows the cosine of
the angle between the two vectors as expressed in equa-
tion 16.

Figure 13: Results for polar orbit with observability is-
sues: (C) Attitude estimation error; (D) Observability
measure

The knowledge of the observability can be used for
compensation. Every time the two vectors become close
to parallel the observability is poor or, expressed in other
words, the observations have to be weighted less. This
can be achieved by introducing a tuning factor for the
measurement noise covariance matrix Q . It is increased
for a poor observability which has the effect that the
Kalman Filter relies more on the system dynamics than
on the measurements. Using this approach the estima-
tion could be improved as it is shown in figure 14. The
plot E shows the tuning factor for the matrix Q . It is
increased when the observability measure drops below_ � � .

Figure 14: Results for polar orbit with compensation for
observability issues: (C) Attitude estimation error; (D)
Observability measure; (E) Tuning factor for the obser-
vation matrix Q .

Using this method the peaks of an increased estimation
error can be reduced below

��` �ba . (compare figure 13
plot C and figure 14 plot C).
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Conclusions
This paper has presented a method for using low cost
Coarse Sun Sensor and magnetometer to get a good ac-
curacy for attitude determination. The keys for the suc-
cess of this method are the model of the Earth albedo
light and the utilization of state estimation techniques.
In order to use this method for on-board attitude de-
termination the following inputs and parameters are
needed:· The satellite position from orbit propagator

needed for the IGRF model as well as for the
albedo model,· the Sun position (Sun vector),· the albedo model as look-up tables or parametri-
cal functions,· the magnetic field model (IGRF),· satellite properties (at least moments of inertia).

The simulations have shown that the attitude estimation
algorithm based on an Extended Kalman Filter are ro-
bust to:· unknown disturbance torques (up to

�b_ '(Ç+È �
),· uncertainties in the moments of inertia (

�wÊ
error),· errors in position knowledge (

��` �ba in latitude
and longitude),· moderate modeling errors and measurement
noise.

Despite these issues the algorithm shows a good accu-
racy of better than

�
degree in all axes for the nominal

case. In the case of a polar orbit where the observabil-
ity gets poor an accuracy of better than

�
degrees can

be maintained. The application of the Coarse Sun Sen-
sor for this purpose is sufficient and the costs are much
lower than for a fine Sun sensor. The sensor is also reli-
able because of its simple construction. Due to the fact
that this sensor is used for acquisition modes either an
additional fine Sun sensor is not necessary. As a com-
plement or substitute to the small sensors the ordinary
solar cells of a satellite can be used.
A combination of the Coarse Sun Sensor and magne-
tometer is simple, robust and accurate for acquisition
and safe modes. It provides a sufficient accuracy for
nominal modes of most small satellite applications and
saves the costs of additional hardware.
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